
June 30, 1953

Dr. Lawrence L. Weed
Department of BacterlLology
Army Medical Service Graduate School
Washington 12, D.C,

Dear Dr. Weed:

IT hope this letter reaches you. Lou Baron confirmed you were leaving
the Army (for Baltimore?) but I thought this the safest addreas.

Your letter of March 29 promised a longer to follow. I'm acrry I cid not
get to Cold Spring Harbor to see you in person instead, but this seams to leave
things up in the air. I am sure no apologies are needed, and

+

am writing not
to provoke these, but in hopes of hearing from you.

Over the weekend, the maik brought a couple of BE, coli cultures (from the
AMS), but with not the alightest indication what they were for, Did you have
them sent?

What I would like to learn from you are your plans _anent the publicaticn
and further work on your studies on the Cu effect. Uniess you are planning
to resume this work, and I gather you are gcing into clinical work instead,
I think you should publish what you have, though I think that there would have
to be considerable revisicn from the text of tHe ms. submitted to J. Bact. Or
have you already taken steps in this direction? ;

I am moré concerned about planning some genetic experiments with this kindof material. Unfortunately, as I wrote some time ago, I did not repeat yourfindings either with H-12, or with four strain of B. If you are sympatie tic
to our continuing the analysis, from the point of view of ercesing behavior
of the small colony mtants, I would appreciate it 4f you could send me Sher
Bastenjnand perhaps a small-colony derivative of it as well. ☜here ☁s ko hurry,and I doubt we could get much work done this summer, but I wanted to get in
touch with you again before you become too deeply immersed in your new proble ms,

Yours sincerely,

☁Joshua Lederberg i


